
subjective
[səbʹdʒektıv] a

1. субъективный; личный
subjective judgement - субъективное суждение
subjective impressions - личные впечатления

2. грам. подлежащий, субъективный
subjective case - именительныйпадеж

3. филос.
1) реальный, объективный
2) феноменальный
3) субъективный, индивидуальный

Apresyan (En-Ru)

subjective
sub·ject·ive [subjective subjectives] BrE [səbˈdʒektɪv] NAmE [səbˈdʒektɪv]

adjective
1. based on your own ideas or opinions rather than facts and therefore sometimes unfair

• a highly subjective point of view
• Everyone's opinion is bound to be subjective.

2. (of ideas, feelings or experiences) existing in sb's mind rather than in the real world
3. only before noun (grammar) the subjective case is the one which is used for the subject of a sentence

Opp:↑objective

Derived Words: ↑subjectively ▪ ↑subjectivity

Word Origin:
late Middle English (originally in the sense ‘characteristic of a political subject, submissive’): from Latin subjectivus, from subject-
‘brought under’ , from subicere, from sub- ‘under’ + jacere ‘throw’ .

Example Bank:
• The criticisms are purely subjective.
• The process of selection is inherently subjective and deeply unfair.
• making inevitably subjective judgements
• painted from a highly subjective point of view
• Everyone's opinion is bound to be subjective.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

subjective
sub jec tive /səbˈdʒektɪv/ BrE AmE adjective

1. a statement, report, attitude etc that is subjective is influenced by personal opinion and can therefore be unfairOPP objective :
As a critic, he is far too subjective.
a highly subjective point of view

subjective judgment/opinion etc
The ratings were based on the subjective judgement of one person.

2. [no comparative] existing only in your mind or imagination OPP objective :
our subjective perception of colours

3. technical relating to the subject in grammar
—subjectively adverb:

His work was judged objectively as well as subjectively.
—subjectivity /ˌsʌbdʒekˈtɪvəti, ˌsʌbdʒekˈtɪvɪti/ noun [uncountable]
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